






• Born in 1891 
• in the country town of 
Ararat, Victoria Australia
• 127 miles from 

Melbourne
• Died 1939 

• 48 years old



• Moved to Melbourne with 
his 4 brothers and 2 sisters 
• They were very young 

• Never traveled abroad 
• Never married 
• Lived in his family home 

with unmarried sister, 
Norma 



• Had a normal primary 
school education 

• Did not go on to 
secondary school

• Worked as a Carpenter



• FIRST PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE
• 12 years old 
• a choirboy at St. Lukes

Church of England 
• in Dorcas Street, South 

Melbourne. 



• One Sunday morning, 
during the service
• He saw “angels without 

wings” coming down 
through the stained 
glass windows 



• They appeared to be robed 
in brilliant white light 
• Looked very beautiful.

• The vicar believed him 
• Said don’t talk about it.

• Visions from God’s 
Kingdom are too sacred 
to discussed with others.



• INTEREST IN SPIRITUALISM
• Wash became friends with 

Herbert Jones
• Interested in Spiritualism
• Walsh was not



• Jones convinced Walsh to 
go to a Spiritualist service in 
Richmond
• Mrs. Beams was the 

medium that day
• Walsh left the service 

confused by what he saw



• Jones and Walsh attend one 
of Mrs. Beams séances a few 
days later.

• Mrs. Beams knew Jones was 
not excited to attend the 
séance
• Walsh’s hand shook 

throughout the séance



• Next séance Walsh did 
automatic writing
• gave a message to 

everyone in the circle
• Next séance Walsh went into 

trance 
• gave everyone a message.



• Walsh’s abilities grew at a 
fantastic rate

• He formed his own circle



• Malocca
• A highly evolved Spirit
• Was  Walsh’s spirit guide
• answered “philosophical” 

questions
• Personal, material questions 

were answered by a lower 
level spirit. 



• GIFT USED FOR MATERIAL GAIN
• A friend convinced Walsh to 

use his gift to predict the 
winner at a horse race. 

• Malocca denounced the 
medium
• earthbound spirits gave 

Walsh the winning 
information



• At the next séance Walsh went 
into a trance state
• The earth bound spirit 

controlled the medium
• an alcoholic 
• died in delirium

• Spirit cursed
• threw the medium around



• Circle asked to pray for the 
spirit

• When the trance ended
• Walsh was hurting from 

head to toe, 
• his whole body was 

trembling uncontrollably.
• Walsh never again used his gift 

for material purposes 



• Walsh and his circle members 
were asked to dedicate their 
lives completely to their 
spiritual work
• Had regular meetings
• Same sitters each time
• Amazing spiritual powers 

built up over the years



• Spirits who worked with this 
circle
• Vashti – an Egyptian Priest –

4000 years ago
• Armah Sigh – a Hindu seer –

15th century
• Joan of Arc
• St. Teresa of Lisieux (the 

little flower



• Abraham – Jewish Patriarch
• Samuel the Prophet
• King David
• Ruth and Naomi
• Jesus
Mary Magdalene
• John the Baptist
• Matthew
• Peter



• Mark
• John
• Paul



• GIFT OF TRANCE
• Walsh spoke in many different languages 

in trance
• only spoke English in normal state

• “Many an educated man who came to 
these meetings remarked: ‘How can this 
unlettered man, under trance, give 
learned discussion on all sorts of 
abstruse subject in a cultured voice, 
perfectly express, without one 
grammatical error?”



• POWER OF THOUGHT
• On one séance university students 

attended
• Spirit lectured on the power of thought.
• Said if negative thoughts were sent to 

the medium, it would be the 
equivalent to hurling a stone at the 
medium’s head. 

• A moment later Walsh collapsed on 
to the floor.



• After a while he recovered, and was 

helped to his feet.

• When asked if he was alright, Walsh 

said, “I think so. I feel as if I have been 

hit on the head with something.”

• Then one of the students came forward, 

“I’m afraid I am the cause,” he said, “but 

I didn't mean to harm Mr Walsh. I 
doubted what Spirit said.  I wondered if 

a thought COULD knock him down. So I 

concentrated…”



• “I’m awfully sorry', stammered the 
student. 'I didn't realize what I was doing 
I had no idea thoughts could be so 
effective. Now I'm convinced.”



• TWO TRANCE MEDIUMS TRADE SPIRITS
• In 1930
• Walsh went into trance
• controlled by Malocca
• Announced a Spirit visitor from 

Belgium
• Malocca withdrew and let visitor control 

Walsh’s body
• Spirit spoke in Flemish, one of the 

main language in Belgium
• Sitters asked if the Spirit could speak 

in English



• “I come from Dietrich in Belgium. I am-
what you say-a deep-trance medium. I 
come from a circle of eight people. Your 
medium-he is now in MY body bringing 
greetings to them, my countrymen. And 
I bring greetings from my peoples in 
Dietrich, [Belgium].”

• After the trance ended… when Walsh 
came to, he said he remembered having 
found himself sitting in a small dimly lit 
room. 



• He began to speak, but the people 
present did not understand what he was 
saying. 

• He was shown by a spirit guide, hovering 
just above and in front of him, how to 
translate the message, so that the 
Belgian sitters could understand what he 
was saying. He knew he had been sent 
to convey greetings from us to these 
Belgians. Malocca said that these two, 
Walsh and the 'visitor', were two of very 
few deep-trance mediums in the world.



• GIFT OF APPORTS
• Began in 1921
• Walsh walking along Elizabeth Street
• Spirit controlled Walsh
• Made a choking gasp
• His hand went high into the air
• Malocca shouted, “Here it is.”
• His hand came down holding a 

12” crucifix.
• Crucifix from Belgian Cathedral 

destroyed in WWI



• AUTOMATIC PAINTING
• Walsh could not draw a straight line
• Professor Jenkinson [1 of Walsh’s Spirit 

guides] enjoyed painting when he lived 
on earth.
• Would control Walsh and paint 
• Did NOT use oil or water color paint
• MATERIALIZED THE COLOR OUT 

OF WALSH’S FINGERS



• Jenkinson said that every flower sends 
out vibrations which draw to it various 
colors out of the atmosphere-colors with 
corresponding vibrations. 
• A plant with a vibration rate 

corresponding to red, would draw red 
color from the atmosphere. 

• Another plant, with a different rate of 
vibration inherent in itself, could 
draw from the atmosphere, yellow, 
and so on.



• 'Walsh, was gifted with the same magnetic 
vibrations which could draw colors of every 
hue from the atmosphere.

• Jenkinson said that the magnetic force 
drawing color from the air radiated from the 
right breast of Walsh's body. 

• These color forces passed down his right arm, 
and as they reached the finger tips were 
immediately materialized into paint when 
they contacted the atmosphere which exuded 
from his fingers on to the canvas, paper or 
satin upon which Jenkinson, through the 
medium, was working.



• GIFT OF LUMINOSITY
• Walsh demonstrated this unique Gift of 

Luminosity
• Developed in his Inner Circle
• Told high guides worked upon 

Walsh’s body to develop this gift
• It took many months
• Caused Walsh a lot of painful 

suffering
• Walsh’s body was to become a 

human lamp or torch [flashlight].



• For some time, the circle members had 
been informed that the guides had been 
working on Walsh’s physical body, to 
prepare him for this phenomenon.

• They were told that Light was to come 
down from the highest spiritual planes 
but would be too blinding to be revealed 
in its true state. 

• Walsh’s body was to be adjusted in such 
a manner that he would become a 
‘transformer’, breaking down the 
intensity when it materialized, so it could 



• be seen without too much strain on 
human eyesight.” 

• Walsh prayed and agreed to suffer the 
pain in order for this gift to develop.

• “Then one night, as John, the Most 
Beloved spoke through Walsh, 
something begin to shine in the center 
of the floor. As they watched, it gradually 
formed a Cross of Light about six inches 
long, dazzling in its radiance



• Another time an Egyptian priest who 
was controlling Walsh took hold of a 
sitter’s hand sitting to his right and left, 
then raising them until the medium’s 
fingers were held together as if in prayer. 
Then, without warning, a thin bright 
Light like a laser beam shone from 
between their palms. As they pointed 
their fingers, it radiated from every tip.”



• “Another night, Malocca jumped Walsh 
to his feet, opened his mouth wide and a 
long sliver of white fire darted from it. It 
wasn’t long before the Light would now 
spread all over Walsh’s body, often 
outlining the earthly appearance of the 
sitters’ spiritual guides, completely 
superseding the density of Stan’s 
physical form.”



• “It was explained that each time the 
Light appeared, it was able to reach out 
not only on the earthly plane to heal, 
guide and comfort, but also into the 
astral plane where many lost souls were 
trapped between worlds.”



• “On one unforgettable evening, a Great 
Red Light shone from Stan’s chest. 
Peering inside, the group members could 
see his heart quite clearly, contracting 
and expanding in a steady beat. It was 
like looking into a brightly illumined X-
ray picture in vivid red, every artery and 
muscle around the heart clearly visible.”



• GIFT OF PROPHECY
• In early 1930’s Queen Victoria predicted: 
• Great grandson Edward would not 

wear the crown
• Abdicated December, 11, 1936

• Many prophecies dealt with WWII that 
was about to occur. 



Pictures posted
on

Facebook
about

Stanley Walsh



Stanley Walsh 
holding a veil 

that materialized 
in his séance 

room



Les Danby, the 
author of The 
Certainty of 

Eternity: The Story 
of Australia’s 

Greatest Medium 
(Stanley Walsh) 

holding the trumpet 
that was used in 
Walsh’s séance 

room



Walsh’s painting of 
White Bird



Automatic Painting

Spirit painted this 
picture of Jesus 
through Stanley 

Walsh, while he was in 
trance. The colors 

came out out of his 
fingers and 

materialized on the 
canvas!



Stanley Walsh’s 
notes



• Stanley Walsh died in 1939


